• : use of kinetic equations (micro-model) to derive numerical methods for gas dynamics (macro-model) kinetic schemes
• background of compressible fluids : convection-dominated viscous flow
• : general framework to construct finite volume fluxes including BGK kinetic scheme wave propagation and dissipation
Advection-Diffusioñ
• combine standard hyperbolic methods with central difference
Classical Methods
• model: scalar, linear equation advection-diffusion
• conservation law , with viscous flux • kinetic methods provide a simple and to calculate numerical fluxes physical framework
f (c; x; t) (x; t) at particle velocity density:
Kinetic Model for Advection-Diffusion 
Gas-Kinetic BGK Numerical Method • "inverse Mach-number", relative thickness of distribution function stability is controlled by Neglecting Diffusion, Only Advection: Kinetic Upwinding 
• convergence performance is due to non-linear behavior of the error constant
• location of lines depend on parameters, but are of the solution independent
• of error landscapes : examples°°°1
• log(¢t) 
